THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

Entertainment Industry
The entertainment industry has a longstanding tradition of exciting promotions, going back
to them since the silent-film era. However, today’s movie, TV and gaming industries require
more compelling and interesting rewards to capture the attention of audiences. Digital
Rewards are strong enough to contend in an industry as cutting-edge as entertainment.
Appealing to all age groups, Digital Rewards provide recipients with what they want
most, their choice of exciting rewards they regularly use and enjoy. They can be used as
event giveaways, within packaging, as co-branded tie-ins and as street team handouts.
Whatever your promotion, Digital Rewards are flexible enough to meet its needs with fun,
relevant and desirable gifts.

Powerful uses of Digital REWARDS
within the Entertainment Industry

Digital Reward Cards
Made up of a full range of physical and digital products,
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals,
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver
high-perceived value products. With our easy-toimplement platform, brands can offer these relevant,
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value.

Did You Know?
Thank customers
who buy a ticket to
your movie or event by
giving them a Digital
Reward at purchase.

A simple street
team handout, these
lightweight cards can
be easily transported to
events across the country.

Easily launch a fun
co-branded giveaway
by including reward
codes on product
packaging.

Drive sales of
physical products like
CDs, DVDs, Blu-rays
and more by including a
Digital Reward as a fun
value-add.

Pair reward codes
with online offers
and social media
for an easy way to
encourage desired
calls to action.

Perfect for premieres
and rewards
ceremonies, print
Digital Reward Cards
in the shape of statues,
logos and more.

The tables have turned: Digital downloads now
exceed physical sales.*
Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and
2017.**
Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S.
population attend at least one movie every year.***
Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion
dollars on magazine subscriptions annually.****
* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media
Factbook

Case Studies:
Client: New Line Cinema

Use: Product Launch

Reward: Photo Prints

New Line Cinema was looking for a memorable way to create industry buzz for the release of the new film, Ghosts of Girlfriends Past.
To build excitement, a direct mail campaign was sent to the media prior to the movie release. Each member of the press received a promotional
kit with a Digital Reward Card good for 150 Photo Prints. With photos acting as a main symbol in the movie, it was the perfect reward to generate
momentum.

Client: MTV

Use: Event Giveaway

Reward: Music Downloads

MTV wanted to create excitement for the 25th Anniversary of their Video Music Awards show.
Inspired by their iconic “Moon Man,” MTV created a custom Digital Reward Card in the shape of the award statue, which street teams distributed in
several major cities. Simple instructions directed music fans to the VMA website where they could vote for their favorite nominees and redeem free
music downloads from select performers.
Client: Paramount Pictures

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Custom Skin

Paramount Pictures needed an exciting on-pack incentive to boost sales of their newest DVD release, Eagle Eye.
Paramount understood the popularity of custom mobile skins and their relevancy within the youth market. To entice purchasers, a Digital Reward
Card offering a complimentary Custom Skin for mobile phones or other electronic devices was incorporated with every DVD, making it easy to give
a valued reward to each customer.

